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Abstract. A CCD photometry of the halo cluster NGC 6229 has been presented
in the Thuan- Gunn photometric system. The morphology of the brighter part of
the color-magnitude diagram was investigated and it was found to have a nonnal
for its metallicity horizontal branch .

1. Introduction
The halo globular clusters are of interest in problems of the fonnation and chemical
evolution of the Galaxy. We present here the color-magnitude diagram of distant globular
cluster NGC 6229, lying about 31.6 kpc from the Galactic centre [4]. Cohen [3] has
found that the horizontal branch of NGC 6229 is unusually red for its metallicity.
Recently, Camey et al. [2] in their excellent BV photometry have found that NGC 6229
has a relatively blue horizontal branch.
The purpose of our work is to investigate the morphology of the brighter part of the
color-magnitude diagram of NGC 6229.

2. Observations and Data Reduction
Observations of NOC 6229 were made using the 2m RCC reflector of the Bulgarian
National Astronomical Observatory. The obtained images were in the g and r passbands [12]. The frames were taken using the Focal Redµcer of the Max Planck Institute for Aeronomy. This instrument was designed by K . Jockers mainly for cometary
studies [5]. An EEV 576 x 385 CCD type P8603 / B was used as a detector. The telescope/ reducer configuration and the CCD's square 22 ~lln pixels provided an image
scale of 0.8 arcsec/ px for an unvignetted field
about 7 x 5 arcmin at an effective focal ratio f/2.86 . During the nights of observations the seeing was stable with measured
stelar PSF on the raw frames about 1.5 FWHM. A log of the observations is given in
Table 1. The ainnasses listed there are the mean airmasses over the duration of each
exposure.
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The preliminary reduction of the CCD frames including bias subtraction and flat
fielding were carried out using the standard MIDAS (ver. 92) data reduction package.
No cosmic ray cleaning was done.
Table 1. Journal of observations
Dnta

Filter

Total exp. time (s)

Air mass

04. 04. 92

g

300
180

1.026
1.015

r

Photomctiy of stars on the frames was performed using the point-spread function
(PSF) fitting package DAOPHOT [9]. We followed closely the steps described by
Stetson [10) to produce a list of objects with PSF-derived magnitudes. The magnitudes
were corrected to the magnitude within 6 pixels radius aperture. In order to determine
the value of this cmrection were selected 10 to 15 bright, relatively isolated and wellfitted stars per frame and aperture photometty on the selected stars was carried out. The
mean difference bet\veen the magnitudes derived by the PSF fitting and the magnitudes
within 6 pixels radius aperture for selected stars was subtracted from the PSF derived
magnitudes for all objects measured on the frame. Then we rejected the following:
1. Stars which were not found on two or more independent frames in each color.
2. Stars which had values of x2 greater than 4.
3. Stars with fonnal errors from the PSF fitting greater than 0.3 in each frame.
The conversion from instrumental (gi, ri) to standard (g, r) magnitudes was based
on the standard stars from the list of Thuan and Gunn [12).
During the night have been observed three photometric standard stars selected from
the Thuan-Gunn list of standards. The selected standard stars, BD 21607 (2 frames in
both g and r filters), Ross 786 (3 frames in g and 1 frame in r) and Ross 34 (1 frame
in both g and r filters) with magnitudes ranging from 9.25 to 11.51 mag, (g - r) color
indices ranging from - 0.01 to+ 0.95 and were observed at ainnasses not significantly
different from those of the cluster observations.
The resultant magnitudes were corrected using extinction coefficients kg = 0.14 ±
0.01 , kr = 0.08 ± 0.01 mag/ ain11ass.
The final transformations to the standard Gunn system were determined as follows:

g =go+ 3.10 + 0.047(go - ro) , (a rv 0.017)
g - r = -0.62 + 0.076(go - ro), (a rv 0.02)

(1)

where go and r 0 were corrected for extinction magnitudes.
A certain inaccuracy of the zero point was possibly due to the insufficient number
of the standards used. This inaccuracy was however estimated to be within the standard
photometry etror, thus it could not affect seriously the results of our study.
Our final list contains photometric results for 532 stars in the field of NGC 6229.
Table 2 lists the derived mean standard deviations for successive intervals of one
magnitude in g and r frames.
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3. Color-Magnitude Diagrams
Our photometry reaches about a magnitude below the horizontal branch, but the photometric precision at the lower limit (g about 21.5 mag) rises up to 0.15-0.25 mag.
The NGC 6229 is relatively rich cluster and in fields close to the centre of the cluster
(r < 0.6 arcmin) faint photometry is impossible because of crowding. In Fig. 1 we have
plotted color-magnitude diagram (g, g - r) of NGC 6229 for two concentric rings the outer (3 .5 < r < 0.6 arcmin) and inner rings for the adopted cluster centre. In the
inner ring (r < 0.6 arcmin), where crowding limits the photometry only to the brightest
stars, the accuracy of the magnitudes is 0.25 and it is the reason to exclude this area
from our data.
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Table 2. Mean Standard Deviations
Magnitude

g

r

13 - 14
14- 15
15 - 16
16- 17
17- 18
18 - 19
19- 20
20- 21
21 - 22

0.010
0.012
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0.o75
0.094
0.150
0.250

0.010
0.011
0.012
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0.121
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The purpose of our work is to investigate the morphology of the cluster's horizontal
branch. The "second parameter problem" of globular clusters is the appearance of a red
horizontal branch in a cluster whose metallicity is low enough that it should have a blue
horizontal branch. The cluster in which the problem was first noted, NCG 7006 [8], was
an outer halo cluster. Sandage and Wildey [8] have noted that such distant cluster might
not have partaken in the chemical evolution of the Galaxy. Zinn and West [23] suggested
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that the prevalence of the second parameter effect of such systems could be caused by
age rather than chemistry. In this case the outer halo clusters manifesting abnormally red
horizontal branches could be younger than the nonnal clusters. The implied systematic
difference in the mean age between outer halo and inner halo clusters is a vital clue
in our understanding of the formation of our Galaxy (or at least its halo), so for every
outer halo cluster the question comes up: Is its horizontal branch normal or abnormal
for its metallicity?
In the case of NGC 6229, Fig. 1 shows 21 blue horizontal branch stars descending
tog= 20.9 and g - r = 0.25. Our result is in agreement with Camey et al. [2J. They
noted "The horizontal branch ofNGC 6229 is of interest due to its large extent, but not
"typical" of outer halo clusters in that its color distribution is skewed toward the blue, as
expected for its metallicity but not for its location in the Galaxy". We may quantify the
color distribution in part by using an index derived by Lee et al. [6]. If B is the number
of stars on the horizontal branch blueward from the Lyrae instability strip, V is the
number of RR Lyrae variables, and R is the number of horizontal branch stars redward
from the strip, then the index for "horizontal branch color" is HBC= B

!~~

R
We find B = 21, V = 13 and R = 29. Thus the index for "horizontal branch color"
is -0.13 ± 0.9. Our result is different from that of Camey et al. [2J which is - 0.25.
Probablly, a reason for this could be the fact that we have excluded all undistinguishable
data close to the cluster centre.
We can also determine the ratio of the number of horizontal branch stars N 118 to
the number of reel giant branch

NRG·

The ratio R = NNi-rn is a well known helium
RG

abundance indicator. To estimate NRG we must assign a magnitude level to the base of
the horizontal branch, since the R value is basically a measure of the relative lifetimes
of horizontal and red giant branch stars, and since the fonner evolve from fainter to
brighter magnitudes. Counting the number of red giants brighter than g = 18. 7 (a lower
envelope of the horizontal branch) and excluding the asymptotic giant branch stars NRG
is 48 and thus R = 1.3 ± 0.21.

4. Conclusions
We have presented g and r CCD observations of a 7.01 x 4.67 arcmin field centred on
the core of the halo globular cluster NGC 6229. We have investigated the morphology of
the horizontal branch of the cluster. We have found it to have a nonnal for its metallicity
horizontal branch. As have been noted by Lee [6J the horizontal branch morphology is
not a monotonic function of [Fe/HJ - the observed HB type gets bluer with decreasing
[Fe/HJ, and the cluster of intennediate metallicity has the bluest HBs. However, [Fe/HJ
moves back through the instability strip, producing clusters with slightly redder HB
types.
The horizontal branch ofNGC 6229 is not "typical" of outer halo clusters. There is
a systematic trend with galactocentric distance in sense that the more remote clusters
have more red HB type than the less remote clusters of the same [Fe/H].
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A more definite answer could be given when a more precise CCD photometry,
especially in the UBV system, is available.
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